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Pre-Development

• The pre-development process (the planning period before an App Team starts 
work) includes the finalization of the SOW, engineering requirements 
document, and the app mock-ups.

• The SOW goes over the high-level components needed to complete the app. 
For the Kansas Sentencing Form Manager app this included the completion 
and digitization of the entire case flow: the PSI, the Journal Entry, and the PVJE.

• Once the SOW was signed off on the UX designer began work on initial mocks 
and the Program Manager worked with the Kansas Sentencing team and the 
Domo Development Lead to gather more defined requirements.



App Mocks



App Architecture



• Phase 1 of the project included the development of the Journal Entry. 
We started with one form and one year of the form (2021) to meet our 
end of year deadline.

• Development for Phase 1 began the last week of September and 
ended the last week of December.

• We were able to deliver the 2021 Journal Entry form to the Kansas 
Sentencing instance for the team to start testing after the holidays.

Phase 1



Phase 2
• Phase 2 of the project started the first week of January and wrapped up 

the beginning of July.
• The second phase of the project included building out the PSI and PVJE, 

as well as implementing all the previous form years from 2016-2023 and 
adding conditional logic and validation to the app.

• We delivered the features in phases for the Kansas Sentencing team to 
test and report bugs back to us to fix.

• The completion of Phase 2 shifted to UAT when Kansas brought on the 
first Pilot group to test the app.



Where We Are Now

• Kansas is in the middle of their second Pilot Program group who are 
currently working through the creation of a new set of PSIs for their 
county.

• We have been continually delivering and fixing bugs as they arise, as 
well as some feature requests.

• The app's future includes...



Thank You!
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